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Abstract: In light of the notable rocker-bogie mechanism, this paper shows an ideal plan of a rocker-bogie suspension 
framework so as to ensure high mobile steadiness as well as excellent versatility of a prototype rover vehicle while traversing 
through rough terrains. It is essentially a suspension arrangement utilized in mechanical automated vehicles utilized explicitly 
for space investigation. The rocker-bogie suspension-based rovers have been effectively presented for the Mars Pathfinder and 
Mars Exploration Rover (MER) and Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) missions led by zenith space investigation laboratories all 
through the world. The proposed suspension framework is presently the most supported structure for each space investigation 
organization. It is basically a mechanism which comprises of two arms with wheel mounted to each and the two arms are 
associated through a versatile joint. The current development in design has been studied as well as a different approach towards 
designing the basic structure of suspension has been done. It has been further verified using various static and dynamic load 
calculations, solid modeling computer aided design software and simulation software for analysis and testing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The rocker-bogie suspension design has become a proven mobility application known for its superior vehicle stability and obstacle-
climbing capability. Following several technology and research rover implementations, the system was successfully flown as part of 
Mars Pathfinder’s Sojourner rover. When the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) Project was first proposed, the use of a rocker-bogie 
suspension was the obvious choice due to its extensive heritage. The challenge posed by MER was to design a lightweight rocker-
bogie suspension that would permit the mobility to stow within the limited space available and deploy into a configuration that the 
rover could then safely use to egress from the Lander and explore the Martian surface. When building a robot you'd like it to be as 
simple as possible. In most cases you'd never need a suspension system, but there were several instances when a suspension system 
cannot be avoided. The term “bogie” refers to the links that have a drive wheel at each end. Bogies were commonly used as load 
wheels in the tracks of army tanks as idlers distributing the load over the terrain. Bogies were also quite commonly used on the 
trailers of semi-trailer trucks. Both applications now prefer trailing arm suspensions. The rocker-bogie design has no springs or stub 
axles for each wheel, allowing the rover to climb over obstacles, such as rocks, that are up to twice the wheel's diameter in size 
while keeping all six wheels on the ground. As with any suspension system, the tilt stability is limited by the height of the centre of 
gravity .The Rocker-Bogie design has no springs and stub axles for each wheel, allowing the rover to climb over obstacles, such as 
rocks, that are up to twice the wheel’s diameter in size while keeping all six wheels on the ground. As with any suspension system. 
the tilt stability is limited by the height of the centre of gravity. Systems using springs tend to tip more easily 
The term “bogie” refers to the links that have a drive wheel at each end. 

 
Fig.1: Mechanism of rocker-bogie suspension 
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II. LITRATURE REVIEW 
Inception of rocker bogie suspension framework can be followed to the improvement of planetary rover which are portable robots, 
particularly intended to proceed onward a planet surface. Earlier, movers were tele operated like the Lunokhod I while late ones are 
completely self-sufficient, for example, FIDO, and Discovery and as of late created Curiosity Mars exploration vehicle. The rovers 
should have been extremely powerful and dependable, as it needs to withstand dust, solid breezes, corrosion and huge temperature 
changes under baffling conditions. Most extreme rover vehicles stay controlled by batteries which are energized by solar 
photovoltaic boards during the day introduced over their surface. The motion arrangement of rover vehicles stays urgent to empower 
it to arrive at 
target destinations, direct research, and gather information and to situate itself as indicated by the interest. There are three primary 
sorts of rover vehicle locomotion invented so far for example wheeled, legged and caterpillar motion. The primary contrast between 
the different structures of planetary robots lies in the kind of movement framework. Considerably subsequent to creating numerous 
legged and crossover robots, most analysts still spotlight on wheeled design for rover vehicles in view of its locomotion ease and 
focal points and among wheeled movement plan, the rocker bogie suspension framework-based structure stay generally supported. 
The antiquated FIDO rover and the Sojourner contain 6 autonomously directed and driven wheels suspended from a rocker-bogie 
system for most extreme suspension and ground clearance. Rocky Seven Rover has a comparative suspension framework simply 
contrast in front wheels. The Nanorover and Nomad Rovers have four guided wheels suspended from two bogies and CRAB Rover 
uses two parallel bogie-systems on each side to conquer objects and huge gaps. To the extent the underlying examination is 
concerned, the product advancement looks for an ideal in the restricted solution space given an underlying arrangement and infer a 
scientific model to sum up rover suspension parameters which characterize the geometry of the rocker bogie framework. The target 
behind advancement of rocker bogie suspension framework is to build up a framework which limits the vitality utilization, the 
vertical removal of the rover vehicle's center of gravity and its pitch angle. In this exploration our undertaking is to move the 
significant favorable circumstances installed with the rocker bogie framework into customary vehicles so as to expel solace and 
complexities present in regular suspension framework as a rule and suspension arrangement of substantial vehicles specifically 
 

III. DEVELOPMENT IN THE DESIGN OF ROCKER-BOGIE FOR PLANETARY ROVERS 
A. The Rocker-Bogie Suspension for Planetary Rover Designed by Swiss 
In 2002, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology and Automation Systems Laboratory (ASL) developed a prototype of six-wheel 
detection vehicle called shrimp [10]. The shrimp is about 3.1kg, which the front fork-parallelogram rocker suspension is used. As 
shown in Figure 2, the shrimp was climbing stairs. The stability of the shrimp is good and the traffic ability of the shrimp is strong. 
But the area of carrying in this vehicle is greatly limited due to the limitation of the suspension structure. The suspension structure is 
also complicated. 
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Fig.2: Assembly of rocker-bogie 

 
In 2004, Switzerland ASL developed the six rounds of the prototype vehicle called crab, which the bilateral double parallelogram 
rocker suspension is used [11]. Each side of the suspension is made up of two sets of the parallelogram secondary rocker hinged at 
the middle wheel and a main rocker. The pole of each set of the secondary rocker is connected with the wheel. The middle pole of 
secondary rocker is fixedly connected with the main rocker. The main rocker is connected to the vehicle body with a differential 
mechanism. As shown in Figure 3, the crab was crossing the vertical wall. The stability of this vehicle is good and the terrain 
adaptability is strong. The platform area of carrying is much better than the shrimp. But the suspension structure is still complex 

 
Fig.3:Three Dimensional view of Rocker Bogie Mechanism 

 
B. The Rocker-Bogie Suspension for Planetary Rover Designed by American 
In 1987, JPL of NASA presented Rocky1 that is a basic prototype of a small 6-wheel rover which firstly used the rocker-bogie 
suspension [12]. The wheel radius is 4 cm. The wheel to ground distance at the same side is identical. All the wheels can be 
independently driven. The portion between the rear wheel and hinged joint is the primary rocker. The portion between front wheel 
and hinged joint is the secondary rocker. The height of free hinged joint is higher than the axis of the wheel. As it was showed in 
Figure 4, the rover was travelling through an obstacle without any problem. This experience revealed that the negotiation ability and 
the traffic ability of this rover is strong. The revolution angle of main rocker cannot be very large due to the limitation of suspension 
system.  
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Later, JPL developed lots of rovers. The Rocky 8 is the newest rover [13]. The weight reached up 30 kg (Showed in Figure 5). The 
wheel to ground distance at the same side is also identical. Each wheel can be also independently driven. The height of hinged joint 
is also greater than the centre line of the wheel. The Rocky 8 can carry more valid loading weight. It can travel at a long distance 
and avid obstacles. 

 
Fig.4:  Rocky 1 

 

 
Fig.5: Rocky 8 

 
Future combat system (FCS) designed by the U.S. Army combines many kinds of systems, which is a multifunction, networking, 
light and intelligent weapon system [14]. This system is gradually equipped by the U.S. Army, as the technology matures. The robot 
vehicle is called mule as the main transport equipment of FCS, which is used to transport weapons, ammunitions and supplies for 
army’s [15]. One mule can support two infantry classes and also can accompany them on the complex terrain. The primary mission 
of mules is transporting equipment and rucksacks about 900~1100 kg and transporting the wounded soldier to safe place. 
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Fig.6: Mule 

 
From the Figure 6, it showed that the mule could travel on the complex terrain with high manoeuvrability. "Mule" was equipped 
with independent articulated suspension of 6×6 chassis. Mule used brake steering device and hybrid electric drive system. The hub 
of each tire is equipped with an electric motor. Mule has a high resistance to destruction. If a tire is damaged or destroyed, the 
remaining five tires still be able to maintain sufficient mobility. The height of obstacle which the mule can across reached 1.5 m, 
which is much more than any other active wheeled or tracked vehicle equipped by the U.S. Army. The width of the trench which the 
mule can across reached 1.5 m. The slope angle is more than 40 degrees. The wade depth is at least 1.25 m. 
 
C. The Rocker-Bogie Suspension for the Planetary Rover Designed by Chinese 
National Defense University of Science and Technology designed a new type of folded-deployed suspension, known as the two-
crank-slider suspension [16]. As shown in Figure 7, the left and right suspension is symmetrical and each suspension is composed of 
the main rocker, two cranks, two connecting rods, two slider and torsion bar spring. The left and right suspension is connected with 
differential mechanism through the spline. The center of the differential mechanism is attached to the body. Both side suspensions 
are rotatable relative to the vehicle body. Each wheel is driven by a wheel pump. But the crank rotation angle is limited. 

 
Fig.7: A new type of folded-deployed suspension 
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